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Description
Origami by Target is a glazed porcelain stoneware available in two sublime monochrome patterns. The oriental minimalism in the 
two choice of patterns, combined with the geometric lines, will give any space a sober yet distinctive feel. 
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NEW PRODUCT

tecHnicAL inForMAtion

ForMAts 
20 x 20 cm | 60 x 60 cm

glazED PORCElaIN STONEWaRE

AppLicAtions
Origami is ideal for an interior application on floors and walls in your residential and commercial projects.

instALLAtion AnD MAintenAnce
it is suggested to lay tiles with a joint of 3 mm.    Use high quality adhesive and grout from a manufacturer such as mapei, following 
manufacturer’s recommendations and depending on site conditions.    as soon as the joints have fully set, it is recommended to 
proceed to initial cleaning with a neutral pH detergent.    Clean with a neutral detergent when needed.
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AVAILABILITY ¹ minimum quantity required for all special orders. Special pieces available, ask 
your Ciot representative.

ThIckness: 10 mm

in the event of discrepancy with the official information of the manufacturer, the latter shall prevail.

 in stock

 special order

N/a not available

¹ Subject to change
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Country of origin: italy

V1R9

glazED PORCElaIN STONEWaRE

NErO mix - 60 x 60 cm biaNCO mix - 60 x 60 cm NErO mix - 20x 20 cm biaNCO mix - 20x 20 cm

pAtterns 

*2 patterns. Random Mix. *2 patterns. Random Mix. 9 patterns. Random Mix. 9 patterns. Random Mix.

60 x 60 cm
24 x 24"

RT

20 x 20 cm
8 x 8"

RT 
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NERO MIx
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